NanoDisk containing super aggregated amphotericin B: a high therapeutic index antifungal formulation with enhanced potency
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Objectives: NanoDisk–amphotericin B (ND-AMB) is a protein-phospholipid bioparticle containing a “super aggregate” form of antifungal AMB. While lipid-based formulations of AMB, including liposomal AMB (L-AMB), are safer than the deoxycholate (DOC) solubilized form (DOC-AMB), the potency of lipid-based formulations is attenuated. We have developed an AMB-based therapy that is both well tolerated and fully efficacious.

Methods: Potency was determined using broth culture growth-inhibition assays and candidacidal kinetics by quantitative culture plating. Toxicology studies were performed in healthy mice. Efficacy was assessed using both immune-competent and leukopenic murine models of systemic Candida albicans infection.

Results: ND-AMB C. albicans and Aspergillus fumigatus minimum inhibitory concentrations were fourfold and sixfold lower, respectively, than that observed for L-AMB. ND-AMB exhibited candidacidal activity at 0.125 mg/L, 16-fold lower than L-AMB. In mice, ND-AMB produced no statistically significant kidney or liver toxicity at 15 mg/kg, the highest dose tested. When evaluated in immune-competent mice infected with C. albicans, ND-AMB was at least as effective as DOC-AMB or L-AMB. In a leukopenic model of candidiasis, the 50% effective dose of ND-AMB was around threefold lower than L-AMB.

Conclusion: These results indicate that ND-AMB exhibits a more favorable safety profile while maintaining uncompromised antifungal properties compared to both DOC-AMB and L-AMB. ND-AMB is a promising therapy for the treatment of invasive fungal infections.
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Introduction

Amphotericin B (AMB) remains a clinically important therapy for the treatment of invasive fungal infections, even after 60 years on the market. This is because AMB has several key advantages over other classes of antifungal agents: 1) it has broad-spectrum activity against a wide range of medically relevant fungi, and 2) virtually no resistant pathological strains have developed. In contrast, pathogenic fungi resistant toazole and echinocandin antifungal drugs are now a serious concern.1–4 These traits make AMB an ideal therapy for patients with unidentified invasive fungal infections.

Despite its efficacy, safety concerns with deoxycholate-solubilized AMB (DOC-AMB, Fungizone®) have created barriers to AMB’s clinical application. Dose-limiting nephrotoxicity and infusion reactions are not uncommon with AMB therapy. More recently, lipid-associated formulations of AMB, including AmBisome® (liposomal AMB [L-AMB]) and Abelcet® have become commonly used due to their improved safety profiles.
The protective effect of lipids in these formulations may originate from the stability of the lipid–drug interaction. AMB’s toxicity to mammalian cells is believed to require the release of oligomeric forms of the drug from the carrier in blood, which occurs more slowly from lipid–AMB complexes than from DOC-AMB due to the unstable association between AMB and DOC micelles in the latter.¹

L-AMB produces a significantly lower incidence of nephrotoxicity and infusion reactions when administered at typical therapeutic doses (3–6 mg/kg/day) compared to DOC-AMB therapy (0.5–1.5 mg/kg/day).⁶ However, higher doses of lipid-associated forms of AMB are required to achieve therapeutic results equivalent to DOC-AMB.⁷

Although AMB is a highly potent antifungal agent, it also exhibits significant cytotoxicity for mammalian cells. However, its toxicity towards mammalian cells can be reduced independently of fungicidal activity by controlling the aggregation state of the drug. Small aggregates or soluble oligomers, including those released by the DOC-AMB formulation, show the highest toxicity to mammalian cells and are usually the predominant species.⁸ Under certain conditions, formulations of AMB can be induced to contain a high percentage of “super aggregate” AMB. These formulations exhibit full antifungal activity and highly attenuated toxicity.⁹–¹² AMB formulations containing a high proportion of super aggregated drug are therefore predicted to have an increased therapeutic index relative to those composed predominantly of small aggregates or soluble oligomers.

The size and percentage of AMB in aggregate structures can be monitored by absorbance spectroscopy. Monomers display a characteristic absorbance spectrum with several maxima between 330 and 416 nm in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). In contrast, aggregates and super aggregates exhibit an increasingly singular absorbance maxima that is progressively blue-shifted in oligomers and super aggregated forms. This spectral shift suggests a highly organized structure in which the polyene chromophore of AMB is sequestered within a nonpolar environment.¹²,¹³

The application of heat to AMB induces a significant shift in the equilibrium of self-associated states towards the super aggregated form in both aqueous and lipid environments.¹¹–¹³ The shift in aggregation state induces reduction in the cytotoxicity of AMB towards mammalian cells while maintaining its fungicidal efficacy. This preparative treatment can thus be used to improve the therapeutic index of the drug.

We have developed a novel formulation of NanoDisk (ND) containing super aggregated AMB for the treatment of invasive fungal infections. The ND drug-delivery vehicle is a complex consisting of a scaffold protein, apolipoprotein A-I (ApoA-I), a phospholipid bilayer, and a bioactive cargo (in this case, AMB). Prior work has demonstrated that drugs incorporated into the ND delivery vehicle are fully solubilized and retain bioactivity compared to other forms of the drug.¹⁴–¹⁸ In those studies, ND-AMB loaded with AMB unenriched in super aggregate content had high antifungal potency and formed flattened discoidal structures with a thickness of 2.5 nm, consistent with an interdigitated bilayer, as determined by electron and atomic force microscopy.¹⁶,¹⁷ The present study extends this initial observation and describes the development and characterization of ND containing AMB (ND-AMB) enriched in super aggregate content. The physical characteristics of the ND-AMB particles were determined using light-absorbance spectroscopy and electron microscopy. Safety and antifungal efficacy were evaluated in comparison to two commonly used formulations of AMB – L-AMB and DOC-AMB – using in vitro and in vivo approaches.

Materials and methods
Reagents and chemicals
AMB powder (United States Pharmacopeia grade) was obtained from Chemwerth Pharmaceuticals (Woodbridge, CT, USA). The antifungal agents AmBisome (Gilead, Foster City, CA, USA) and DOC-AMB (X-Gen, Big Flats, NY, USA), were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) and 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) sodium salt (DMPG) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) contained 20 mM phosphate and 155 mM NaCl adjusted to pH 7.4. Recombinant human ApoA-I bearing an N-terminal polyhistidine tag was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified as described previously.¹⁹

Animals
Female Balb/c (20–22 g) and CD-1 (18–20 g) mice (Charles River, Wilmington, MA, USA) were maintained on a standard rodent diet (Global Rodent 9028; Harlan Teklad, Indianapolis, IN, USA) in an Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care-certified facility at the Children’s Hospital Oakland Research Institute. All procedures involving animals were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Fungi
Candida albicans strain SC5314 and Aspergillus fumigatus isolate Af293 (American Type Culture Collection [ATCC],
Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured at 35°C on yeast peptone dextrose or potato dextrose agar plates, respectively unless otherwise noted. To prepare inoculum for animal studies, a glycerol stock of C. albicans was streaked on Sabouraud dextrose agar and grown overnight at 30°C, then several colonies were transferred to 5 mL Sabouraud dextrose broth and grown overnight at 30°C. The culture was washed twice with sterile saline, then quantified by absorbance at 600 nm prior to use.

**AMB quantification**

All AMB-containing solutions described were quantified spectrophotometrically at 416 nm using an extinction coefficient of 1.214 × 10^3 cm⁻¹ M⁻¹. Solutions were diluted at least 2,000-fold in DMSO prior to assay, and measurements were performed in triplicate. For spectra obtained in PBS, intact vehicle was diluted in PBS and the instrument was blanked against the buffer. Empty ND vehicle did not absorb significantly between 300 and 450 nm at this dilution.

**ND-AMB formulation**

ND-AMB was prepared as previously described, with minor modifications. Briefly, DMPC and DMPG were combined in chloroform at a 7:3 ratio (w/w) in glass tubes and then dried under nitrogen. Lipid films containing 10 mg total lipid were hydrated with 0.25 mL PBS and vortexed for 30 seconds before the addition of 10 mg AMB dissolved at 50 mg/mL in DMSO and 4 mg ApoA-I in 1 mL PBS. The mixture was sonicated until clear, typically 30–90 minutes, in a sonicating water bath (50HT; Crest Ultrasonics, Trenton, NJ, USA). The sonicated mixture reached a maximum of 35°C under standard conditions. Solutions were dialyzed for 48 hours against a minimum of 500 volumes of PBS at 4°C using a dialysis membrane with a 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff. To produce super aggregated variants of ND-AMB, the dialyzed material was heated in thin-wall tubes using a thermocycler (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) between 50°C and 85°C for 30 minutes, as indicated by superscripts in the text, eg, ND-AMB^{72C} indicates an incubation temperature of 72°C. All ND-AMB formulations were sterile-filtered through polyethersulfone syringe filters (0.2 μm) prior to use (Sartorius, Bohemia, NY, USA).

**ND-AMB characterization**

Uniformity of ND-AMB preparations was confirmed by spectrophotometry to determine drug incorporation and aggregation state of the AMB. When prepared as described, ND-AMB^{72C} had a wavelength of maximal absorbance (λ_max) of 322–323 nm, and drug incorporation was 60%–70%.

These properties were stable for at least 6 weeks when solutions were stored undiluted (3–4 mg/mL AMB) at 4°C and protected from light.

**Electron microscopy**

Negative-stain electron microscopy was used to visualize particle morphology. A small droplet of sample was deposited on a carbon-coated grid, and after 15 seconds excess fluid was wicked away and 2% potassium phosphotungstate, pH 6.5, added. After 5–10 seconds, excess stain was removed and the grid air-dried. Grids were examined at 80 kV in a JEM-1230 electron microscope (JEOL USA, Peabody, MA, USA), and imaged with an UltraScan™ USC1000 charge-coupled device camera (Gatan, Warrendale, PA, USA).

To measure particle diameter from digital images, the area of individual particles (n=100 per formulation) was determined manually using ImageJ image-processing software, and diameter was calculated from the measured area by assuming a perfect circular shape.

**Minimal inhibitory concentration assays**

The minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of ND-AMB^{55C}, ND-AMB^{72C}, L-AMB, and DOC-AMB were established for C. albicans (SC5314) and A. fumigatus (AF10). Organism culture, microplate assay, and scoring were performed using approved methods published by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute.

**Fungicidal assay**

C. albicans was streaked on Sabouraud dextrose agar, and then 1-day colonies were transferred to a broth culture of Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) buffered to pH 7.0 with 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid and grown overnight. Next, one volume of stationary culture was added to four volumes warmed buffered RPMI, and growth was monitored until log-phase growth resumed. The culture was further diluted with buffered RPMI to ~1 × 10^3 colony-forming units/mL, as determined by absorbance at 600 nm, and ND-AMB^{72C} or AmBisome were added to a final concentration of 0.125–2 mg/L. All steps were performed at 35°C. To quantify yeast viability, aliquots were withdrawn from the culture, washed twice to eliminate residual AMB, then sixfold serial dilutions were cultured on yeast extract–malt extract agar at 30°C. Plates were counted after 48 hours of incubation.

**ND-AMB toxicity testing**

A single injection (between 2 and 15 mg/kg) of ND-AMB^{55C}, ND-AMB^{55C}, ND-AMB^{72C}, or DOC-AMB was administered
via the lateral tail vein to healthy female CD-1 mice. Forty-eight hours later, blood was collected by cardiac puncture into lithium heparin Microtainers® (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and spun at 8,000 g, 4°C for 10 minutes to isolate plasma. Samples were frozen at −80°C until use. Serum chemistry analysis was performed by the UC Davis Comparative Pathology Lab (Davis, CA, USA).

Effect of ND-AMB treatment on candidiasis infection in immune-competent model
Balb/c female mice were inoculated intravenously (IV) with \(2.0 \times 10^4\) C. albicans SC5314 on day 0. Treatment consisted of ND-AMB\(^{72\text{C}}\) (0.25, 0.5, 1, 3 mg/kg), AmBisome (1, 3, 6 mg/kg), DOC-AMB (0.5, 1 mg/kg) or isotonic dextrose administered IV on days 2, 3, 4, and 5. Survivors were killed on day 6.

Effect of ND-AMB treatment on candidiasis infection in immunosuppressed model
CD-1 females were rendered leukopenic by cyclophosphamide monohydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), administered intraperitoneally at 200 mg/kg 3 days prior to inoculation, with maintenance dose of 75 mg/kg 1 day after inoculation and every 3 days thereafter. Inoculum consisted of \(1.3 \times 10^3\) colony-forming units/g C. albicans SC5314 administered IV on day 0. Animals in the treatment group(s) received a single IV injection of ND-AMB\(^{72\text{C}}\) or L-AMB (both at 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3 mg/kg) on day 1. Health was monitored daily, and survivors were killed on day 22.

Results

Generation of NanoDisk containing super aggregated AMB
Application of heat to AMB in an aqueous environment induces the formation of a super aggregated state and concomitant reductions of monomers and oligomers. This conversion is readily observed by light-absorbance spectroscopy, as each state exhibits a unique absorption spectrum. The relative concentration of each species in solution may be approximated by the intensity and \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\).

\(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) values for AMB in water, the \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) of absorbance for monomer (408–416 nm), oligomer (∼339 nm) and super aggregate (322 nm) have been previously described.\(^{12}\) Similarly, we found that AMB dissolved in DMSO exhibited a \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) of absorbance at 416 nm (Figure 1A), consistent with the

**Figure 1** (A–E) Heating induces a shift in the absorbance spectrum of NanoDisk–amphotericin B (ND-AMB) consistent with the formation of super aggregated AMB. (A) AMB was dissolved to 10 mg/l in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), followed by a 30-minute incubation at 70°C and subsequent absorption-spectra measurement. (B) Summary of the wavelength of maximal absorbance (\(\lambda_{\text{max}}\)) values for ND-AMB after incubation between 35°C and 85°C for 30 minutes. (C) Absorption spectra of ND-AMB heated at increasing temperatures for 30 minutes. (D) Time dependence of the spectroscopic shift in \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) was monitored over a 60-minute incubation at the temperatures indicated. (E) Absorbance spectra of ND-AMB and commercially available formulations of AMB measured in aqueous buffer.

Abbreviations: DOC, deoxycholate; L-AMB, liposomal amphotericin B.
monomeric form. Further, AMB’s $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of absorbance in PBS was 342 nm, but transitioned to 323 nm following incubation at 70°C, indicating that the drug had converted to the super aggregated form.

To gain insights into the effects of heating, ND-AMB was heated and the absorbance spectra before and after heating were monitored to detect changes in the aggregation state of AMB (Figure 1B and C). Incubating the ND-AMB complex at temperatures between 50°C and 85°C induced a temperature-dependent blue shift in $\lambda_{\text{max}}$. A maximal shift to 316 nm was observed after incubation at 80°C, with no additional shift observed upon further incubation at 85°C. An incubation of 20 minutes was sufficient to achieve maximal shift in $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ for a given temperature (Figure 1D). When ND-AMB was incubated at temperatures $\geq$75°C, samples became turbid coincident with a loss of $>10\%$ AMB upon sterile filtration (0.2 µm), suggesting a reduction of solubility.

ND-AMB incubated at 72°C for 30 minutes (ND-AMB$^{72°C}$) was fully soluble and exhibited an absorbance spectrum similar to that of L-AMB and aqueous super aggregated AMB (Figure 1E).

**Transmission electron microscopic structure of AMB complexes**

Negative-stain transmission electron microscopy was used to examine the structure and size of ND-AMB. Micrographs (Figure 2A and B) illustrate the geometry of the ND-AMB complexes, which are flattened structures, wherein AMB is presumed to be interdigitated within the ND particle phospholipid bilayer, as described by Nguyen et al. The median diameter of ND-AMB$^{72°C}$ (80±25 nm, Figure 2A) was larger than ND-AMB incubated at 35°C (ND-AMB$^{35°C}$) (44±20 nm, Figure 2B). Drug-free ND vehicle consisted of small discoidal structures (10±3.6 nm) capable of forming rouleaux. These drug-free particles appeared as en face disks or electron lucent rod-like structures consistent with disks standing on edge (Figure 2C). Because of the relative ratio of edge surface to top/bottom surface, the larger-diameter ND-AMB$^{55°C}$ and ND-AMB$^{72°C}$ particles (relative to drug-free ND particles) predominantly present as en face disks. The structure and size of L-AMB (Figure 2D) was consistent with a liposome (63±42 nm), similar to published values.

**In vivo toxicity of heat-treated ND-AMB**

The relationship between ND-AMB incubation temperature and acute toxicity was evaluated in mice. Mice were injected with ND-AMB incubated at 35°C, 55°C, or 72°C for 30 minutes (ND-AMB$^{35°C}$, ND-AMB$^{55°C}$, ND-AMB$^{72°C}$) or DOC-AMB, and toxicity was assessed by serum chemistry analysis (Table 1). Blood urea nitrogen and creatinine were considered elevated in an individual mouse if both markers were above baseline by more than twice the standard deviation. The maximum doses for which none of the animals had elevated kidney markers were 2, 4, and 12 mg/kg for ND-AMB incubated at 35°C, 55°C, and 72°C, respectively. Despite the observation that kidney markers were elevated in three of five mice that received ND-AMB$^{72°C}$ at 15 mg/kg, these levels were not statistically distinguishable from baseline by one-way analysis of variance. The lowest dose of DOC-AMB to produce lethality by 48 hours postinjection was 2 mg/kg (one of three mice), while the lowest lethal dose of ND-AMB$^{35°C}$ was 4 mg/kg (one of five mice) and 8 mg/kg (one of five mice) for ND-AMB$^{55°C}$. In contrast, the highest dose of ND-AMB$^{72°C}$ administered (15 mg/kg) was not lethal, validating the relationship between AMB super aggregation and increased ND-AMB maximum safe dose.

**In vitro potency of ND-AMB**

The antifungal efficacy of ND-AMB against *C. albicans* and *A. fumigatus* was tested by in vitro growth-inhibition assay. The MIC values of ND-AMB$^{72°C}$ and ND-AMB$^{35°C}$ were identical, inhibiting all visible growth of *C. albicans* or *A. fumigatus* at 0.125 mg/L and 0.5 mg/L AMB, respectively (Table 2). ND-AMB was fourfold more potent than L-AMB when tested against *C. albicans*, and sixfold more potent versus *A. fumigatus*. The MIC of ND-AMB for *C. albicans* was equal to DOC-AMB (0.125 mg/L) but twofold more potent against *A. fumigatus* than DOC-AMB (0.5 versus 1 mg/L). MICs obtained for DOC-AMB and L-AMB were consistent with published values.
ND-AMB$^{72C}$ and L-AMB candidacidal kinetics were determined using an in vitro fungicidal assay. *C. albicans* was incubated with ND-AMB$^{72C}$ (0.125–2 mg/L, one- to 16-fold over MIC) or L-AMB (0.5–2 mg/L, one- to fourfold over MIC) at established inhibitory concentrations (Table 2), and yeast viability was monitored throughout a 6-hour exposure period (Figure 3). ND-AMB$^{72C}$ at the MIC concentration of 0.125 mg/L reduced viable yeast counts by two orders of magnitude in 6 hours, while yeast viability increased nearly tenfold in the presence of L-AMB at an MIC concentration of 0.5 mg/L. L-AMB at 2 mg/L, fourfold the MIC concentration, was required to achieve fungicidal activity comparable to one-sixteenth the concentration of ND-AMB$^{72C}$. These data indicate that the candidacidal concentration of ND-AMB$^{72C}$ is approximately 16-fold lower than that of L-AMB.

**Efficacy in murine models of candidiasis**

An acute murine model of disseminated candidiasis infection in immune-competent hosts was used to compare the efficacy of ND-AMB$^{72C}$ to existing AMB therapies. L-AMB and DOC-AMB were dose-matched to standard clinical levels (Figure 4). ND-AMB$^{72C}$ therapy between 0.25 and 3 mg/kg improved survival relative to untreated controls ($P<0.05$), with 100% survival in mice that received 3 mg/kg ND-AMB (six of six surviving). On the other hand, mice treated with L-AMB showed lower survival at 3 and 6 mg/kg (five of six surviving for both groups), while DOC-AMB at 1 mg/kg also exhibited partial survival (five of six surviving). Mortality was high (one of six surviving) among untreated infected controls. No statistically significant differences between antifungal treatments were observed. These data indicate that ND-AMB$^{72C}$ performs at least as well as DOC-AMB (the most potent fungicidal form of AMB) and L-AMB (one of the safest forms of AMB) in an acute candidiasis infection model.

The relative potency of ND-AMB$^{72C}$ was also compared to L-AMB using an immune-suppressed candidiasis model. Leukopenic mice were infected with *C. albicans*, and the response to ND-AMB$^{72C}$ or L-AMB was evaluated at one of several doses that spanned the therapeutic threshold. ND-AMB$^{72C}$ at 0.3 mg/kg significantly improved survival relative to controls ($P<0.001$), with 86% of treated mice surviving versus 0% in the untreated controls. In contrast, all mice that received L-AMB at 0.3 mg/kg succumbed to infection by day 19, with a median survival of 13 days versus a median survival of 18 days for ND-AMB$^{72C}$ (Figure 5A). To establish relative potency, the effective dose required to achieve 50% survival ($ED_{50}$) was calculated by plotting response to therapy versus log-transformed dose (Figure 5B). This analysis indicated that ND-AMB$^{72C}$ treatment was threefold more potent than L-AMB ($ED_{50}=0.29$ versus 0.89, $P>0.05$).

**Discussion**

The present study describes a novel formulation of ND-AMB$^{72C}$, an experimental antifungal therapy with a high therapeutic index. Presently, the available options for AMB
therapy consist of DOC-AMB, which is highly toxic, or lipid–AMB formulations, which exhibit improved safety yet attenuated antifungal potency in comparison to DOC-AMB. Here, we show that an AMB formulation composed of super aggregated AMB contained within the ND drug-delivery bioparticle has fungicidal potency equivalent to the most potent AMB formulation, DOC-AMB, but is as safe as the safest AMB formulation – L-AMB.

To investigate the clinical relevance of ND-AMB as a therapy for invasive fungal infections, several comparator formulations were selected for these studies. DOC-AMB was chosen for its unmatched fungicidal potency, and L-AMB was chosen as a benchmark for safety. While a growing number of similar lipid-based formulations of AMB are being explored for clinical utility, these products are either not widely available or do not surpass DOC-AMB and L-AMB in potency or safety, respectively.25–28 Similarly, whereas a super aggregate form of DOC-AMB generated by heating was first described nearly 25 years ago, the improvement to therapeutic index was marginal, with an LD\textsubscript{50} in mice 1.5-fold higher (9 versus 6 mg/kg) than the commercially available unheated form.10,29 These disappointing in vivo findings were likely due to poor stability of the aqueous super aggregate form in the biological milieu.5,30 Lipid-bound AMB reduces the release of toxic AMB species, and thus the ND-AMB vehicle stabilizes the super aggregate.5 The present study assessed the therapeutic potential of a unique super aggregate ND-AMB.

Under our experimental conditions, ND-AMB incubated at 72°C had spectroscopic properties consistent with the conversion of oligomeric AMB to super aggregate.12 At higher temperatures (≥75°C), ND-AMB became insoluble, suggesting that either the ND became irreversibly denatured at this temperature or super aggregates grew too large to remain stably incorporated in the ND. Interestingly, the spectra of L-AMB and ND-AMB\textsuperscript{72C} were similar, suggesting that both formulations contain a similar proportion of super aggregated AMB. Inclusion of super aggregated AMB in L-AMB is consistent with both the reported safety profile and high temperatures typically employed to formulate stearic acid-containing liposomes such as L-AMB.31

The biological basis for super aggregate AMB’s improved therapeutic index remains controversial, along with the mechanism of action and toxicity of the drug in general. One compelling line of evidence, however, relates to the high affinity of AMB for ergosterol, the predominant sterol in fungal membranes. In that study, super aggregate AMB and DOC-AMB were observed to be equally efficient at promoting ionic permeability, a hallmark of AMB’s toxicity, of synthetic ergosterol-containing vesicles. However, super aggregated AMB, but not DOC-AMB, remained strikingly inactive when exposed to vesicles containing cholesterol.5,30 These findings suggest that a fungal membrane facilitates the dissociation of super aggregated AMB back into a toxic form and provides a mechanistic basis for improved therapeutic index associated with super aggregates and heat treatment.
Our data demonstrate that the conversion of AMB within ND-AMB to its super aggregated form dramatically reduces toxicity in vivo. The maximum dose at which no evidence of nephrotoxicity was observed for heat-treated ND-AMB was increased sixfold, relative to unheated ND-AMB. Since the plasma pharmacokinetics of ND-AMB are negligibly affected by heating (unpublished observation), the improved tolerability is not simply a consequence of altered clearance.

We have also demonstrated that ND-AMB^{72C} is a highly efficacious treatment for invasive candidiasis in mice. ND-AMB^{72C} was the only therapy to produce complete survival...
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in the immune-competent infection model at a dose of 3 mg/kg, compared to 83% survival for L-AMB and DOC-AMB. Further, the ED$_{50}$ of ND-AMB$^{72c}$ was threefold lower than that of L-AMB in a leukopenic infection model, and achieved a maximal response with a single injection at 1 mg/kg. ND-AMB$^{72c}$ therapy also produces no evidence of nephrotoxicity at doses up to 12 mg/kg in mice, while providing in vivo efficacy as good as or better than DOC-AMB or L-AMB. Importantly, the heat-induced formation of super aggregated AMB in ND-AMB$^{72c}$ dramatically improves the safety of the drug without compromising effectiveness. These findings suggest that the in vivo efficacy of ND-AMB$^{72c}$ may surpass existing formulations of AMB. Taken together, these data indicate that ND-AMB$^{72c}$, which contains super aggregated AMB, is a promising novel therapy for invasive fungal disease.
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